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Synonyms of spectacle noun

Visually striking performance or depiction of the show itself is a multimedia spectacle that uses puppetry, sound effects, performance of masks and a live band in which some of the best county musicians perform. The event or scene being viewed in terms of its visual impact Now I had to admit that we watched this spectacle from a safe vantage point behind the passage of baked beans. Spyglass Exciting or
extraordinary exhibition, performance or event Conspicuous exhibition of wealth, status or property A period of turmoil in real life Wonderful or very remarkable person or thing Scene or perspective, usually attractive natural landscape, that can be taken in the eyes from a certain place Person or thing that has funny, repulsive or disheveled appearance Transparent scale covering around the snake, shed as
part of old skin during moulting A building or monument of historical importance Something or someone strange or unusual that is the subject of interest The exhibition of biological rarities The impression provided by someone or somewhat painted background once represented natural features or other surroundings on the theatre stage or Film set Festive procession of people walking, on horseback, or
riding in vehicles Widespread reaction of disgust or disgust 1 (noun) in terms of showDefinitionan impressive public show director passionate about music and spectaclesSynonyms show Chelsea floral show dazzling dance display exhibition exhibition expressionist artistic performance Band's three performances at the Royal Albert Hall. Sight Among the most spectacular sights are large colonies of
seabirds. The Glittering Parade of Celebrities attended the event. Extravaganza whole night musical extravaganza selection traditional Christmas selectionSee examples for synonyms 2 (noun) in terms of vidaDefinitiona strange, interesting, or funny scene bizarre spectacle actor desperately requires bisSynonyms scene I will show you the sights of our beautiful city. Miracle Fascinating lecture on the
wonders of the phenomenon of nature The Loch Ness Monster is not the only bizarre phenomenon that bookmakers bet on. Curiosity Company is a curiosity in the world of publishing. Miracle There, a new technological miracle was invented – an electron microscope. See examples for synonyms copyright © 2016 by HarperCollins Publishers. All rights reserved. An additional synonym is the feeling of the
exhibitionDefinitiona public display of art, skill, exhibition etc.an artSynonymsexpo (informal), ex (Canadian, informal) [ spec-tuh-kuhl ]/ ˈspɛk tə kəl / SEE SYNONYMS FOR SPECTACLE ON THESAURUS.COManything presented to the scene or view, especially something striking or impressive kind: The stars tonight make a fine spectacle.public show or display, especially on a grand scale: The Coronation
was a sumptuous spectacle.spectacle.. glasses, especially with pieces passing over or ears to hold in place. Often spectacles. something resembling spectacles in form or function. any of the different devices that suggest spectacles, as one attached to a traffic light to display lights or different colors colored glass. SEE SYNONYMS FOR SPECTACLE ON THESAURUS.COMMaster these essential literary
terms and for a while you will speak as your English teacher. The protagonist is the main character of the story, or the main role. Can you identify the antonym protagonist, or the opposite of a hero or a heroine? TAKE THE QUIZ TO FIND OUT make a spectacle of yourself, to draw attention to your misjudmined behavior; behave stupidly or badly in public: They tell me that last night I made a spectacle of
myself at a party.1300–50; Middle English &lt;Latin spectāculum sight, spectacle, derivative spectāre, frequent specers to watch, respect. See -cle2spec·ta·cle·less, adjectivespec·ta·cle·like, adjective·per·spec·ta·cle, nounspeckle interferometry, speckle pattern, glasses, spec sheet, SPECT, spectacle, spectacle cobra, spectacle, spectacular, spectateDictionary.com Unabridged Based on Random House
Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020pageant, tableau, parade, spectacular, movie, scenes, display, drama, sight, performance, comedy, demonstration, event, extravaganza, phenomenon, play, marvel, show, production, exposition I'm not just interested in making a spectacle of myself, she says. Entering the village, we saw a spectacle of misery and misery rarely maued even on the banks
of the Nile.People were redirected to it, concluding from the number of coffins the size of the spectacle. Quo Vadis| Henryk SienkiewiczYet It is difficult, too, not to enjoy the spectacle he offers with a young husband in hand. Widow Barnaby| Frances TrollopeIt was a terrible sight, and two sailors, rough and evil men, though they did, were overwhelmed by the spectacle. Frank Merriwell Down south| Burt L.
StandishOsjek intended to fight as a spectacle that was in no way their business. History of Rome, Vol III|Titus Liviusa public exhibition or performance, esp in showy or ceremonial onea thing or person seen, Esp unusual or funny oneshe makes a spectacle of itself a strange or interesting object or phenomenon (modifier) or referring to spectacles spectacles spectacle caseC14: via the old French from the
Latin spectaculum show, from spectāre to watch, from specere to look atCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF THE DAYeideticadjective | [ahy-det-ik ] SEE DEFINITIONIs This What You Think Of 2020?© 2020 Dictionary.com,
LLC People were redirected to this, concluding from the number of coffins the size of the spectacle. Quo VadisHenryk SienkiewiczYet It's hard, too, not to enjoy the spectacle it offers with a young husband in it The widow of BarnabyFrances TrollopeIt was a terrible sight, and two sailors, rough and evil men though they did, were overwhelmed by the spectacle. Frank Merriwell Down SouthBurt L.
StandishOsjek had every intention of fighting like a spectacle that was in no way their business. Rome's history, Vol IIITitus LiviusAs approached the summit, where the earth rolles into the plain, turned to admire the spectacle of the day of the break. Quintus OakesCharles Ross Jackson Spectacle was one of the most painful he had ever witnessed. The Allen HouseT. S. ArthurStormy Gorman gave a single
whoop to the spectacle and, with his two cowboys on his heels, ran away for life. Whispering SmithFrank H. SpearmanAll this, however, was tame; but winding up the spectacle in a calm natural way. The Free LancesMayne Reid What's another word for spectacle? 436 synonyms found pronunciation: [spˈɛktəkə͡l], [ spˈɛktəkə l], [ s_p_ˈɛ_k_t_ə_k_əl] •act (noun) •appearance (noun) cast, shape, behavior,
bearing, shape, number, appearance, mien, air, image, aspect, figure. •kavalkada (noun) pro-cession, re-examination, re-examination, pro cesssije, marchpasts, pro-cessions, march-pasts, marchpast, march pasts, re-views, pro cession, re views. •circus (noun) kermises, three rings, three rings, tyce, three rings, tyce. •demonstration (noun) •drama (noun) theatre, characterization, teleplay, melodrama,
burlée, choreography, suspense, improvisation, vaudeville, broadway, tragedy, squeam, comedy, ballet, rendering, production, pantomime, variety, choice, excitement, mystery, art, improvisational drama. •exhibition (noun) • •ostentation (noun) grandstand game, window-dressing, flamboyance. •panoply (noun) ex-ample, bravura, ostentatiousness, frame ups, ex ample, un folding, re velations, re-velation,
frameup, frameups, re-velations, arrayals, un-folding, bravuras, re velation. •panorama (noun) ex tents, bird's eye view, bird's eye view, bird's eye view, ex tent, former tents, birdseye view, sea view, former tent, bird's eye view, bird's eye view, bird's eye view, scenic view, birdeye view, bird view. •parade (noun) •performance (noun) •phenomenon (noun) one for books, rarae aves, one for the book, something
else. •image (noun) de-lineations, out-lines, out lines, de-lineation, re-plica, out line, re creations, re plica, de lineation, re creation, de lineations, out-line. •prodigy (noun) magician, oddity, thunderbolt, whiz, mahatma, paragon, shocker, star, wonder, rarity, wizard, stun gun, expert, sensation, curiosity, talent, glowing, genius, cracker. •prospect (noun) •scenery (noun) scenery, stage setting. •show (names)
grand stands, grand stands, grand stand. •Gloss (noun) re-nown, refulgences, re nown, statelinesses. •Display (names) de sign, de-signs, de-signs, range vision, de-sign, field vision. •vision (noun) feast for eyes, vision for sore eyes, the perfect picture. •miracle (nouns) • leaky, straying, paradox, apparition, cheap excitement, number, happens, conversation wear-on, dynamite, doozy, pipe, going on,
exception, humiliation, novelty, rese, red-letter day. • attraction, freak, degradation, pomp, fun, humiliation. • shame, rebuke, shame. •Other relevant words: flourish, light show, proclaim, gala, grotesque, tomfoolery, brilliancy, spec, in accordance with, work, duologue, opera bouffe, uncommon, exhibition, Myriorama, wardrobe drama, grouping, come, review, razzle-dazzle, coup de theatre, uncanny, funny,
bullfight, outlandish, richness, shade, lion, glasses, gasser, explain, showiness, affair, rare show, entertain, spectacular, staginess, strange, absorb, false front, Georama, Floridity, eye, visual, sketch, swank, wonder, Gazingstock, composition , farce, , beauty, exhibition, ceremony, melodrama, exceptionality, representation, digging, formality, view, playlet, conceive, poshness, GLAS, flop, pizzazz, flaunting,
exotic, glitz, bespectacled, beauty, cityscape, ritziness, harlequinade, monster, grandeur, brilliance, interlude, morality, see, monocled, blazone, magnificence, wonder, discover, deliver, ceremony, unusual, drop in, musical, theater cruelty, conception, vehicle, monologue, blinding, success, dialogue, histrionics, jeu de theater, stage game, sequins, talk show, enlist, play , glow, bomb, strange, failure, piece,
flaunt, contain, splash, ritual, irregular, garishness, Burletta, Divertissement, sham, procession, non-compliance, fanfaronade, glasses, splendor, vaudeville show, dash, daily serial, theatricality, afterpiece, imagine, monodrama, variety show, television drama, luxury, pizazz, stunning thing, sayings, floridness, burlé show, promenade, flash, television play, broadcast drama, eclate, phrytasmagoria, field day,
documentary drama, moral play, count on, tragicomedy, celebration, flair, , enter, distinctive, audience success, grandeur, strange, perspective, Splendidness, Cosmorama, understand, tableau vivant, problem play, supernatural, film, side, serial, manifestation, wonderful thing, convey, unearthly, Amazement, glasses, effect, drama game, quiz, luxury, knockout, barnacle, extraneous, opera, marvelment,
antimasque, dramatic, comedy situation, soap, miracle game, blossoming trumpet, rare, duodrama, spectacle, giveaway, glitter, mystery game, sign, spectacles, minstrel show, razzmatazz, majesty, assessment, , exceptional, consider, šarada , changing scene, musical drama, soap opera, portent, sitcom, mind-boggler, odd, cyclorama, glasses, wonderful, nonesuch, vaunt, grandeur, glory, arrangement,
HIT, compute, musical comedy, psychodrama, panel show, radio drama, sociodrama, daring, exodus, mask, extraordinary, open, pastoral, comedietta, glass, splurge, open view, exhibitionism, set, review something comforting; exhibition hiding, normality, expectations, ordination. Corrida artifact, naumachia, bullfighting, naumachy. act blooper, boo-boo, bloomer, botch, flub, boner, foul-up, bungle, fuckup,
kiks. artifact display, presentation. Presentation.
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